INTRODUCTION
Auditory processing is the term applied to refer to a series of processes involved in the analysis and interpretation of the heard sounds involving mostly structures of the central nervous system (1, 2) . Among these processes are localization and lateralization of sound source, auditory discrimination, recognition of sound patterns, temporal aspects of hearing (temporal processing) and the auditory performance with competitive and degraded acoustic signals (3) . Temporal processing, or the temporal aspects of hearing, may be defined as the perception of sounds and their modification in a determined time interval (4, 5) . The categories of temporal processing are: the abilities of temporal ordering or sequencing, temporal resolution or discrimination, temporal integration and temporal masking (4, 6) . The focus of this research was temporal resolution, that can be defined as the ability to detect intervals of silence in the middle of sound stimuli or the shortest duration of silence that a subject may discriminate between two audible signals (4, 5) . Temporal resolution is fundamental for speech comprehension, as well as for reading because there are intervals of silence in different places in continuous speech (5, 7, 8) . A specific difficulty of the ability of temporal resolution reveals an injury of the physiological auditory mechanism of temporal processing, and the impairments of temporal processing may be related to phonological processing, deficits in auditory discrimination, receptive language and in reading (3, 6) . The Random Gap Detection Test (RGDT) proposed by Keith is used to assess the ability of temporal resolution. The goal of the RGDT is to identify and quantify temporal processing disorders in the auditory system, and it can be used with children and adults (6) . The RGDT assessed the ability of temporal resolution by the determination of the shortest interval of time a subject needs to detect two very close auditory stimuli, that is, the interval in which the stimuli are perceived as two instead of only one. Therefore, the subject will answer if he or she perceived a silence interval between two presented stimuli. This silence interval is called of temporal acuity threshold and it is measured in milliseconds (ms).
The RGDT presents a version using pure tone as the type of auditory stimuli and a version with the click as the auditory stimuli used. The version of the test with the pure tone as auditory stimuli has been widely studied in different populations (7, (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . However, in the studied literature no studies using the RGDT version with the click as the auditory stimuli were found.
The present study had the purpose of characterizing and comparing the ability of temporal resolution with both types of auditory stimuli, pure tone and click, in young normal listeners.
METHODS
This study was conducted after being approved by the Committee of Ethics in Research of the Federal University of São Paulo (UNIFESP), number 0512/08. All subjects that participated in the study were informed about the goals by written material and signed a free and informed consent form.
For this study 40 young adults were selected, ranging in age from 18 to 25, 20 females and 20 males. Only subjects who presented tonal auditory thresholds for sound frequencies of 250 Hz to 8 kHz equal to or less than 20 dBNA and speech recognition index equal to or superior than 88% of correct responses.
It is worth mentioning that all subjects presented a minimal of 11 years of formal education.
Initially all subjects completed a basic hearing assessment, composed of: tonal audiometry and speech discrimination test.
RGDT application
Following this initial assessment those normal audiometric thresholds completed the Random Gap Detection Test (RGDT). The RGDT test is comprised of a recorded presentation of nine pairs of brief and successive sounds that are presented binaurally. The subject was instructed answer the examiner verbally or by a hand movement if he or she heard one or two sounds on each presentation.
The time interval between the two stimuli on each pair varied from zero to 40 milliseconds (ms), randomly. The test was conducted on an intensity level of 50 dB sensation level (NS), based on the mean hearing threshold for the sounds frequencies of 500 Hz, 1k and 2 kHz.
Hearing stimuli are of the pure tone type and of the click type for of the sound frequencies of 500 Hz, 1k, 2k and 4 kHz. In the pure tone type of stimuli the duration of each stimulus is 17 ms, and in the click type, the duration of each stimulus is of 250 microseconds. The time interval between each pair of stimulus is four and a half seconds, being this the time interval reserved for the subject's response.
The RGDT test is composed of four subtests: the first subtest or training track for pure tone helps the examiner in verifying if the instructions were understood. It is done at the sound frequency of 500 Hz and the stimuli are presented in a crescent order of time interval, as such: zero, two, five, ten, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 40 ms.
The second subtest corresponds to the training track in the sound frequencies of 500 Hz, 1k, 2k and 4 kHz. The silence intervals for each stimulus are presented randomly and vary from zero to 40 ms.
The third subtest correspond training track for clicks. The used stimuli present silence intervals in a crescent order, such as: zero, two, five, ten, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 40 ms.
The fourth subtest correspond training track for the click type of stimuli and the silence intervals vary from zero a 40 ms in a random order.
The mean time of application and scoring of the RGDT test with pure tone stimuli was 12 minutes and with the clicks was of five minutes.
At the end of the second subtest the temporal acuity threshold was calculated for pure tones that represents the mean of the thresholds obtained for the four sound frequencies tested, named final temporal acuity threshold. At the end of the fourth subtest was obtained the temporal acuity threshold for clicks. 
Statistics method
For the statistical analyses descriptive measures and non parametric tests and techniques were used. The selected tests were: Mann-Whitney test, Wilcoxon test, and the Spearman Correlation. The significance level was defined at 0.05 (5%), and confidence intevals adopted throughout this work were constituted with a 95% statistical confidence. Table 1 presents the descriptive measures for the RGDT test with the pure tone and click stimuli types, and the p-values (Mann-Whitney test) calculated for the comparison of performance for the gender variable. It was noted that there were no differences in the subjects' performance according to gender. Table 2 presents the descriptive measures for the RGDT test with the pure tone and click stimuli types, for the entire sample, considering that there were no gender differences. It also shows the p-values (Wilcoxon test) for the comparison between the temporal acuity thresholds obtained for the RGDT test with pure tone and click stimuli. There were no differences between the temporal acuity thresholds for the obtained for the test with pure tone and with click.
RESULTS
The mean values of temporal acuity thresholds obtained for the RGDT test with pure tone and click and the distribution of the confidence intervals are presented on Figure 1 . Table 3 presents the degree of association between two variables or correlation of temporal acuity thresholds. The variables considered were the temporal acuity thresholds for each pre-established pure tone sound frequency and for clicks. The correlation between the temporal acuity thresholds obtained with pure tone and click stimuli and the temporal acuity thresholds obtained for each of the pure tone sound frequencies were almost in their totality significant. It is worth noting that Mann-Whitney Test (p<0.05) Note: SD =standard deviation; CV = coefficient of variation; Q1 =first quartile; Q3 = third quartile; CI = confidence interval; LAT = temporal acuity threshold; LATF =final temporal acuity threshold; F = female; M = male; RGDT = random gap detection test all the significant correlations are positive, what indicates that the higher the temporal acuity thresholds for the RGDT with the click type of stimulus, the higher the temporal acuity thresholds obtained for the RGDT with the pure tone type of stimulus. According to the classification scale of the Spearman correlation it can be noted that the highest correlation is between LATF and LAT at 500 Hz, with a 90% correlation, what can be classified as excellent. Other correlations that can be classified as excellent are: LAT at 4 kHz and LATF; between LAT at 2 kHz and LATF; and between LAT at 1 kHz and LATF. The correlation between the LAT at 500 Hz, 2 kHz and LATF with the LAT for clicks were classified as regular; and the correlation of the LAT at 1000 Hz and 4000 Hz with the LAT for clicks were classified as bad.
DISCUSSION
According to the previously mentioned, there were no differences in the comparison of performance on the RGDT test on the gender variable (Table 1) . This result agrees with other studies presented in the literature that failed to find differences when the performance of male and female subjects were compared on tests of temporal resolution (7, 9, 10) . However, these findings disagree with another research (11) in which the mean temporal acuity thresholds of male subjects (7.91 ms) were higher when compared to the mean temporal acuity thresholds of female subjects (11.69 ms), using only the RGDT test version of pure tone stimuli.
For the comparison of temporal acuity thresholds of pure tone frequencies, we noted that the difference between temporal acuity thresholds of each sound frequency and the final temporal acuity threshold. This data corroborates the findings obtained in other studies that used the RGDT test with pure tone stimuli (10, (12) (13) (14) and they also failed to observe this difference. When comparing the temporal acuity thresholds obtained for the RGDT test with pure tone and click stimuli, we observed that there were no differences between either of them. However, no other studies using the RGDT test with the click stimuli were found in the reviewed literature. The data revealed that subjects presented a very similar performance for both types stimuli used in the RGDT test: the click and the pure tone. When comparing the RGDT test results obtained for the pure tone and click stimuli in this study to those in the reviewed literature, it was observed that the mean final temporal acuity threshold and the clicks in this study highly resemble those described by many other authors (5, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) when a normal hearing population was studied. The mean final temporal acuity thresholds obtained at other studies in the literature with a population of similar age range to the one in the present study is between 4.77 ms and 12.2 ms (11, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . The RGDT test with pure tone stimuli has been widely studied in different age ranges (10, 11, 15, 16, 19) and diverse populations such as: subjects with auditory processing disorder (12) , children with phonological problems (19) , children born pre-term and at-term (9) , the elderly with mild sensorineural hearing loss (16) , children with conductive hearing loss (20) . Comparing the results of the present study to those obtained in the previously mentioned studies, it was observed that the temporal acuity threshold in each sound frequency and the final temporal acuity threshold in the present study are lower. However, there are no studies describing the temporal acuity for the click.
It is already known that the auditory stimuli of the pure tone type stimulate separately different portion of the cochlea. Therefore, when using sound stimuli at the sound frequency of 500 Hz, the o apex of the cochlea is stimulated. Sound stimuli of 1 kHz and 2 kHz stimulate the medial portion of the cochlea and stimuli at the sound frequency 4 kHz stimulate the cochlear base (22) . By its turn, the click is an auditory stimulus that runs across and activates the entire basilar membrane and is highly effective for this. Due to the fact that it is a broad band stimulus it stimulates de hairy cells from the basal spira until the apical spira of the cochlea (23) . There are two kinds of systems of time organization in the brain that are independent of periphery mode (24) , that is, perceive the separation between two sound stimuli that are independent of the type of used stimulus because this is a task that depends on how the auditory central nervous system deals with the received stimuli. It is also important to mention that other cortical areas besides the primary auditory cortex may participate of the auditory processing of fast stimuli (18) , such as the left pre frontal region and the right cerebellar area (7) . Even though the auditory stimuli used in the present study were distinct (click and pure tone), the subjects' performance on the RGDT test with click and pure tone stimuli was similar. A hypothesis to explain this result is that even though in a peripheric point of view the stimuli arrive the cochlea in a different manner, that is indifferent to the central auditory nervous system, because the task of temporal resolution is a central auditory function (4) . The mean total time for the application of the RGDT test was 12 minutes for the version that uses pure tones as sound stimuli and of five minutes for the version that uses the click as sound stimuli. Considering the ease and speed in the implementation of the RGDT in the version of the click type and the fact that we found LAT similar to those obtained in the version of the pure tone type of stimuli, it is suggested that this test may, therefore, be used as a screening tool of temporal processing.
It is worth to emphasize the importance of further the study of the RGDT test with click stimulus in other populations, regarding the validation of this test and to obtain measures of sensibility and specificity.
CONCLUSION
The temporal resolution ability measured by the RGDT test with click and pure tone types of stimuli was neither influenced by the type of stimuli nor by the gender variable. A positive correlation between the temporal acuity thresholds was obtained for both types of stimulus.
